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CHAIR MATEO: ... (gavel) . .. Good morning, meeting of the Housing and Human Services
Committee for August 18, 2005 will come to order. For the record, Members present
with us this morning, all of them: we have our Vice-Chair of the Committee,
Member Joe Pontanilla; and Member Tavares with us this morning. Excused from this
morning's meeting is Member Jo Anne Johnson and our Council Chair, Riki Hokama.
Also present with us this morning, our Committee Staff--we have our Analyst,
Lance Taguchi; and our Secretary, Yvette Bantilan. Also in attendance with us this
morning ... from the Corporation Counsel, Ed Kushi Jr.; the Department of Housing and
Human Concerns, Director Lee, as well as the Grants Administration, Wendy Stebbins.
We also have in the gallery with us, from the Police Department, Lieutenant Jack Bell;
from the Department of Water, Director George Tengan; from the Department of Public
Works and Environmental Management, Deputy Director Mike Miyamoto; and Planning
Department, we have Clay Yoshida. Good morning, everyone.
MR. KUSHI: Good morning.
ITEM NO. 5:

GRANT OF A LEASE TO OCCUpy COUNTY PROPERTY TO LA'A
KEA FOUNDATION (PAIA) (C.C. No. 05-179)

CHAIR MATEO: Also present with us, representing the La'a Kea Foundation, right in the front
on the table before us, we have both Andrea Hall Rodgers and Donna Ting. Good
morning, ladies.
MS. ROGERS and MS. TING: Good morning.
CHAIR MATEO: Yvette ...we have .. .individuals signed up to testify?
MS. BANTILAN: .. . {inaudible} . ..
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much. The first individual to testify this mornmg,
Sheryl Takabayashi. And Sheryl will be followed by ...
. . . Alicia Arriaga Eugenio.
And while you're coming down to the, to the
podium ... you'll be given three minutes to testify and one minute to conclude. You will
be advised when your three minutes are ...have approached. If you're representing an
organization, please so identify it. And this is a god time right now to remind you if you
have any cell phones or pagers, this is the right time to tum them off. Thank you.
Sheryl?
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.. .BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
MS. TAKABAYASHI: .. .{inaudible} ...
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: ... {inaudible} . .. she's part of the presentation.
CHAIR MATEO: She ... excuse me, she also signed up to testify.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: ... {inaudible} . ..
CHAIR MATEO: So will you let us just conduct our meeting and we will call you at the
appropriate time. Thank you. Thank you.
MS. TAKABAY ASH!: Good morning... Council Chairperson, Mr. Mateo ...
. . . Human Services and Housing Committee Members, and special guests. Thank you
for having me this morning to speak on this bill, HHS-5, grant of lease to occupy County
property to La'a Kea Foundation in Paia. This morning, I'm gonna wear two hats--one
for my husband, and one for me. My husband is not available 'cause he's off-island. But
he's ...he wrote a speech for me to read in, on his behalf.
. . . {cleared throat} . .. My husband is Art Takabayashi, who works for Roberts Hawaii
for the transportation of special education students. I would like to share some of my
feelings and thoughts and observation as a Supervisor for Roberts Hawaii for the
transportation of special ed students. I've been exposed to transporting and observation
of special ed students for the last four years. I always wondered what happens when the
children reach the age of adulthood. Will the parents or guardian lock or shield the
young adult from the public because of guilt or shame? What happens when the parents
or guardian should pass away? Will they be destined to be placed in some State
institution and left there until they die? I believe the proposed La'a Kea Community
Village at Paia is a god-sent idea. Imagine these young adults mingling with their
peers ... who are afflicted with the same type of disability. They would be raising
animals, planting crops--thereby giving them a sense of accomplishment and pride.
Every purpose of society are responsible for caring for the disabled. Remember. . .they
were never asked to be born. It is shameful to read about acreage and lots of money
being spent to house a gorilla named Koko .. .in the Kapalua Highlands, if some of you
remember that. Remember... anyone--your son, daughter, your ...nephews and nieces
can some day have a child with a disabling condition. Your vote on this matter will be a
message to all voters that you have a heart and trying to make Maui truly a no ka oi place
for all. Thank you and aloha, Art Takabayashi.

CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, any questions for. .. testifier? Thank you very much.
The next, you're gonna--
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MS. TAKABAY ASHI: ... (laughter) . .. I'm gonna read another one for myself.
CHAIR MATEO: Oh.
MS. TAKABAYASHI: Okay?
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
MS. TAKABAYASHI: I'm here in behalf of the La'a Kea Foundation. La'a Kea, translated in
Hawaiian is sacred light. .. the guiding force that inspired my sister-in-law to establish
this 501(c)(3) and work towards the development of the conscious Camphill-inspired
community for disabled adults. With this in mind, the La'a Kea Foundation was founded
to create a residential farm community for developmentally disabled adults. I have a
granddaughter who is 8-years-old, and my niece who is 22-years-old, who are both
developmentally
disabled.
My
brother
named
his
daughter
Malia La'a Kea Angelica Chang. My niece is autistic and needs adult supervision for 24
hours throughout her life. She attended the Camphill Beaver Run School in Pennsylvania
for nine years where she learned skills to have an improved quality of life in the
community as well as home. When she returned to Maui, we noticed a big change in her
disposition. Maui County, which includes Molokai, Lanai ...needs a place like this--a
farm village to give these special students, to give these special adults with different
disabilities a place to live and work in an environment to help them be useful and
functional in their daily lives, giving them a purpose in life and helping them to be part of
our community. Young adults like my niece will have the opportunity to experience
life's dream for people like her. Your vote for the La'a Kea Foundation project will be a
message to all voters that you have heart as well as no ka oi spirit. I thank you for this
opportunity to being here this morning, to give my testimony in favor of the La'a Kea
Foundation. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members? Thank you very much. The next individual to testify
is Alicia Arriaga Eugenio. And Alicia will be followed by Kainoa Gonsalves.
NOTE:

Pause while Ms. Eugenio approached the podium.

MS. EUGENIO: ... Good morning, Chairperson Mateo and Members of the Committee. My
name is Alicia Arriaga Eugenio. And I am testing this morning on behalf of the La'a Kea
Foundation project. I have two cousins, ages 8-years-old and 22-years-old, who are
developmentally disabled. I have watched them grow up and always needing 24-hour
supervision. I felt sorry for them because they could not communicate well with others
because of their disabilities ... of being unable to speak and doing things for themselves.
I always wondered what would happen to them when they grow up, being the way they
are. What if something happened to their parents? Where would they go? What kind of
facilities do we have on Maui for these type of people? How can they find jobs if they
cannot communicate with others? Maui County, which includes Molokai and Lanai,
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needs a place for people with disabilities to go, to find a job where they can enjoy living
amongst others like themselves ...working in a farm-like environment, growing produce
and learning crafts, raising animals to help them become productive and useful in the
community. The La'a Kea Foundation farming village is a dream for these special adults.
Your vote in favor of this project will make Maui a better place for them to live. Thank
you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, any questions?
... Thank you very much.
MS. EUGENIO: Thanks.
CHAIR MATEO: Kai, Kainoa Gonsalves?
NOTE:

Very long pause while Ms. Gonsalves approached the podium.

MS. GONSALVES: ... Hello and good morning. My name is Kainoa Gonsalves, and I'm
speaking in behalf of my uncle, Cordell Chang, who couldn't be here today. Urn ... the
subject is HHS grant oflease to occupy County property at the La'a Kea Foundation .. .in
Paia. As a resident and parent of an adult with autism, I am asking for our [sic} support
in allowing the La'a Kea Foundation to be able to lease the land in Paia to start an
agricultural-based community village for adults with disabilities. During the plantation
era, there were several camps throughout Maui for the plantation workers and their
families. Many of us family members, relatives, and friends whose family grew up in
these camps--these families worked together, socialized, and laughed together and even
cried together. They cared for each other as family, or what we know as ohana. I believe
people with disabilities can also work together, laugh together... and cry together. They
all have feelings as we do. Should they be denied to live a life any different from us? I
hope that we here on Maui can give our disabled adult friends and family members an
opportunity to live in a camp or village, to grow plants, crops, and raise animals, and to
become an ohana who cared ...who care and love one another. A seed is here to be
planted. We need the soil to plant it in--and that's the aina. The hands to water, care for
the harvest and crop--here we are waiting for an opportunity to enrich not only our lives,
but their lives. Let's continue to make Maui no ka oi, which is the best, for our adult
friends and family members with disabilities. May God bless you all. Cordell Chang.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, questions? Thank you very much. Next individual to
testify is Andrea Hall Rodgers. Andrea, you wish to testify or-MS. HALL RODGERS: I just .. .(inaudible) . .. preparation for the entire presentation.
CHAIR MATEO: Oh.
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MS. HALL RODGERS: Do the presentation now or later?
CHAIR MATEO: No, at a later-MS. HALL RODGERS: Okay.
CHAIR MATEO: --date.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Uh-huh.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Sing Vista... to be followed by Nina Mauris.
NOTE:

Pause while Ms. Vista approached the podium.

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: .. .{inaudible} . ..
MS. VISTA: '" I also submitted ...my testimony in.. .in writing. And I'll just summarize. Ke
aloha no.
CHAIR MATEO: Aloha.
MS. VISTA: Chairman...Mateo and Council Members. My name is Sing Vista, and I have a
17-year-old son with autism. And I'm also President of Autism Bridges Maui and
Co-Chair of the AutismJPDD Family Support Group. We hear from a lot of parents
throughout the County--even Lanai and Molokai--on their... about their children and
their children's programs. And these families are very interested in the development of
the La'a Kea facilities. Your job will be to decide on adopting this resolution to
authorize the grant of a land lease to La'a Kea to develop the farm village for
developmentally disabled adults. I'm confident that La'a Kea Board has submitted
enough statistical data to make your job easier.
... I wanted to be more ... uh ...
. . . family oriented and let you know who these children are that could be possible
residents of La' a Kea. So I just wanted to summarize that these are children who will not
be able to buy that 700,000 dollar single-family home. These are some of the children
who will not be able to go to MCC or UH. These are some of the children who may not
be working here in the County building ... or at Maui Electric, or the High Tech Park, or
anywhere else in Maui County. These are some of the children who will not be able to
go to Kaahumanu Center by themselves. These are some of the children who will never
be able to obtain driver's license to go to Kaahumanu Center. These are some of the
children who will not be able to say "I love you, Momma". These are some of the
children who will never be able to live by themselves or get married or give us
mo'opuna. These are some of the children who will continue to live with very old
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parents taking care of them when their brothers and sisters have long left the nest. These
are some of the children whose parents are stressed and most likely will suffer physical
and mental health problems caring for a disabled child. These are some of the children
whose parents work outside of the home in fear of losing their job because they have to
take off to care for their disabled child. These are some of the children whose parents are
stressed and again ...have thoughts of killing themselves and taking their child with
them. And it has happened. And these are some of the children-MR. TAGUCHI: Three minutes.
MS. VISTA: --rejected or shunned in the community. And these are some of the
children ...who need to be treated with compassion and respect. These are some of the
children that need La'a Kea ... a place where they can be accepted and loved for who they
are. So please ... vote "yes" to leasing land to La'a Kea. Don't forget our children. One
more thing--some of these children will become voters .
. . . Also, I will be reading a testimony on behalf of Nina Shishido who couldn't be here
today.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
MS. VISTA: ... Aloha, Council Members, my name is Nina Shishido. I am a mother of a
19-year-old autistic daughter. Tammy has presented many challenges in our lives.
Living in.. .living on an island such as Maui has advantages, but also disadvantages for a
disabled person. The professional help to understand this disability has been ... poor.
Autism comes with many difficult behaviors, such as aggression. As Tammy enters
adulthood, the challenges become even greater. What will she do daily to make life
meaningful? Where will she live as an adult? Who will cook for her on a daily basis?
How can I be sure no one will take advantage of her innocence? As a disabled adult,
Tammy will need constant supervision throughout her life. As a parent, I worry about the
future and who will oversee her needs when I am gone from this earth. My goal is for
Tammy to be a useful part of our community. She needs professionals who understand
the disability and a program to make it, to make life meaningful. No one can really
understand how difficult it is to raise an autistic child until you are actually in that shoe.
La'a Kea Foundation has a goal which is so important for Tammy and the other disabled
adults in our community. I have lived on this beautiful island all my life. As a local, I
am asking you to seriously consider the future of these disabled adults and make this
project a reality. Let our disabled adults be proud to be part of our community so they
may say Maui no ka oi.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members-MS. VISTA: Aloha.
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CHAIR MATEO: --any questions?
... Thank you very much. Nina Mauris?
NOTE:

Silence.

CHAIR MATEO: ... And Nina will be followed by Christina Chang.
NOTE:

Pause while Ms. Mauris and her son approached the podium.

MS. MAURIS: ... Good morning. I'm Nina, and this is my son, Nathan, who has Down
Syndrome. And for the last. .. 19 years, from the time he was a baby, I've done
everything I possibly could to ... from early childhood intervention to ... swimming
lessons, to getting him involved in the community. And now he's 19 and he really wants
to grow up and become independent. And we've come to a wall because there aren't a
whole lot of things for him to become involved in after he turns 19. So we are hoping
that a facility like this can be built so Nathan can grow up and become a man and
independent and learn skills. And I think Nathan wants to say something, too.
MR. MAURIS: Hi .. .I'm Nathan. I worked at Ruby's two years ago. And .. .I'm a senior, I
wanna graduate. I wanna be a man. And I have a tattoo-ALL: ... {laughter} . ..
MR. MAURIS: .. .{laughter} . ..
MS. MAURIS: .. . {inaudible} . .. wanna have a place to go.
MR. MAURIS: I wanna play, I wanna place to go.
MS. MAURIS: To grow up.
MR. MAURIS: Grow up. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Good morning, Nathan. Members, any questions?
MS. MAURIS: Thank you very much.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much.
MS. MAURIS: Thanks.
MR. MAURIS: Bye.
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CHAIR MATEO: Bye, bye, Nathan.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Bye.
CHAIR MATEO: Christina Chang? And Christina will be followed by Jocelyn Perreira.
NOTE:

Very long pause while Ms. Chang and her daughter approached the podium.

MS. CHANG: ... Good morning and aloha. My name's Christina Chang. This is my daughter,
Angelica.
· .. Oh, push this up? .. .(laughter) . ..
· .. She was born Malia La'a Kea Angelica Chang. And Council. ..Mateo and
Committee Members, and Housing and Water Department, good morning.
CHAIR MATEO: Good morning.
MS. CHANG: There is a universal value of human rights that embodies the Camphill movement,
the mission and vision ofthe La'a Kea Foundation, the Bill of Rights Act 2000 for people
with developmental disabilities, and the Hawaii Revised Statues Chapter 333-F. They are
as follows. The right to enjoy the opportunity to live independently. The right to purse
meaningful and productive lives. The right to have independent friendships and
relationships with others. The right to live in an individualized manner constant with
unique strengths, priorities, abilities, and capabilities of the individual. The right of selfdetermination, independence and productivity in all facets of life. The right to have
support to attain personal goals.
MISS CHANG: ... (inaudible) . ..
MS. CHANG: The right to party .. . (laughter). .. She wants to have a party tonight 'cause
she's all dressed up ... (laughter) . ..
ALL: ... (laughter) . ..
MS. CHANG: And we're going to .. . (laughter) . ..
· .. The right to a residential program appropriate to the individual. The right to live in
the least restrictive, individually appropriate residential alternative. The right to live as
close as possible to the person's home community.
· .. The right to live in a setting, which closely approximates those conditions available to
people without disabilities of the same age. The right to have a valued role in the
community through employment and community activities. Maui, Maui County can lead
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the way through this land lease gift for the La'a Kea community to be a model for other
socially therapeutic farming-based communities with disabled adults in Hawaii .
. . . La'a Kea's 50l(c)(3) can umbrella other initiatives in Hawaii.
MS. CHANG, to her daughter: ... You may have it as soon as you get horne.
MS. CHANG: The La'a Kea Foundation, the community, my daughter and myself, and the
developmentally disabled people of Hawaii give you their mahalo nui loa for supporting
these universal values of human rights and the hopes and dreams of the disabled
population.
'" Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, any questions?
... Thank you very much.
MS. CHANG: I'm reading a few other testimonies for people who are not able to corne this
mormng.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
MS. CHANG: Angelica ... (inaudible) . ..
NOTE:

Very long pause.

MS. CHANG: ... This is a letter from Bob Brunner. I, Robert L. Bruner, in 1989 retired as the
President of the Universal National Bank in South Florida. The bank, like many other
independent community banks, has since been purchased by a larger banking
organization. Today, I spend my time working to raise money and search and evaluate
humanitarian projects ... project requests on behalf of two 501(c)(3) foundations. I am
the financial advisor and fundraiser for the Ernest L. Stevens Sr. Foundation, Limited, a
Native American Indian Foundation; and I am a founder and the Vice-Chairman of the
Masters Plan Foundation, Inc. We have multiple sources of funds. Obtaining the money
is the most difficult part of the process, and is slow in corning even after the approval
process. It is at this time that patience is required by everyone involved. I have a
particular interest in the La'a Kea Community Village project because I grew up with a
brother and sister, twins, who are physically and mentally handicapped. I am happy to
report that the La'a Kea village community project request in the amount of $12.96
million has been approved by one of our funding sources. We are expecting funds by the
end of September to begin the funding of our next round of projects. Although we have
experienced delays in the receipt of funds before, the end of September funding looks
very good. I wish you luck in the work of your organization toward the availability of the
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land you will need for your project. Politics can be tricky. I have enjoyed working with
you and it is a...because of your efforts this money will become available for this most
interesting project--La'a Kea Community Village. Everyone owes you a word or two of
thanks. Also, everyone must understand that we manage the money to be sure that the
project is completed according to the specifications of the request and within budget. We
have a fiduciary responsibility to the provider of the funds. The funds are disbursed in
response to invoices, and all invoices are subject to inspection. Records, including ours,
are subject to audit at any time. God bless. With my very best personal regards, I
remain, Bob Brunner.
MS. CHANG: Sweetheart, you can go up and sit with Sherry. Would you like--is she able to
listen to us in there, in the room?
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah. On the earphones?
MS. CHANG: On earphones.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah.
MS. CHANG: You can go up with Sherry and ask her for .. .{inaudible} . .. And you may have
one ... {inaudible} . .. with Sherry. She likes to stay with me, I think .
. . . I have a letter now from ... Jerry Schwartz. Dear Chairman Mateo and Members of
the Maui County Council. Thank you for your concern for and attention to people with
special needs. I am writing strongly support passage of the HHS-5 grant to the La'a Kea
Foundation. For more than 10 years, I have been associated with efforts to create and
sustain residential communities for people with special needs--both children and adults. I
am convinced that establishing this kind of community on Maui, through the La'a Kea
Foundation, will provide an additional vital resource to the people of Maui County. Lifesharing residential communities are a deeply profound way for us to share and develop
the full potential of each developmentally disabled person in a home and work
environment. This loving and enriching community life, along with the active
involvement of family and friends, also serves to enhance our larger island family. I have
witnessed the empowerment, creativity, skills, learning, and joyful celebration of life that
special needs people experience in the loving environment of this kind of shared life
commitment. Approving the HHS-5 grant to the La'a Kea Foundation to lease land in
Paia will provide a most significant element of support for this important work and would
clearly demonstrate the County's commitment to this integral part of our island
community. Mahalo nui loa for your thoughtful consideration of this grant and your
work on behalf of the special needs people. Jerry M. Schwartz, Board Member of the
La'a Kea Foundation. Jerry wasn't able to be here this morning, but asked me to read his
testimony. And I have one more.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
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MS. CHANG: It's from ... our friends that many of you know ... Tony and Chris Leone .
. . . Although Chris and I are unable to attend this Council meeting to offer support for
the La'a Kea farming community project, we appreciate this opportunity to offer our
testimony to all present in this manner. Rarely does an opportunity arise that can address
so many issues in our community that are relevant to our viable future. Affordable
housing is an issue that is in the forefront of all our minds. But rarely does a new project
include affordable housing for the special needs community. Communal living is a way
of life for most challenged individuals on Maui as they rely on others more capable for
some essential needs. With this assistance, they will be able to live very independent and
fulfilling lives and eventually earn income from farm and craft work on-site in the new
farm community. Farming and producing organic crops locally not only reduces our
dependence of fossil fuels in shipping and in pesticide production, but farming organic
crops helps to move Maui towards an island that could be independent of disasters within
its own food supply demand. It further removes the residue of these chemicals from the
eventual water table and ocean. Everything we do on this very fragile island has an
impact on local environment and, eventually, our earth. A project this small can make a
difference ... as it is the same way a child learns to walk. It is always ... (end oj tape,
start IB) . .. the first step that is the most important and has the most impact on what is to
follow. Mahalo, in advance, for allowing this project to make just one first step in that
direction. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, any questions?
... Thank you very much, Ms. Chang. Jocelyn Perreira? And Jocelyn will be followed
by Ron Bass.
NOTE:

Pause while Ms. Perreira approached the podium.

MS. PERREIRA: . . . Good morning, Chair Mateo, Council Members. My name is
Jocelyn Perreira. I'm the Executive Director and the Tri-Isle Main Street Program
Coordinator for the Wailuku Main Street Association/Tri-Isle Main Street Resource
Center. I am here today on behalf of our associate town membership for the Paia Main
Street Association. Chair Debra Shonewil was ill and couldn't be here today, but I will
be able to share with you some of the sentiments from the organization. The Paia Main
Street Association certainly... supports the concept to further affordable housing. As a
matter of fact, we've undertaken couple of studies, recent studies. One is a business
capacity study that supports housing, that envisions Paia to have a strong...housing core
so that the community can be ...work to be self-integrated and self-sustaining at some
point in the future. They also have been involved in developing the strategic overall plan
for Paia. And that's been shared. And that will be incorporated into works with the
community plans. And so certainly we do support the nature of what's being asked.
And, and we do wholeheartedly support persons with disabilities. Paia Main Street
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Association was initially approached about this project, and we waited to the, review the
details .. .{laughter} . .. But unfortunately, there was some kind of mix up and .. .I believe
Ms. Hanks Rodgers [sic} met with... a few merchants in Paia, and she thought she was
meeting with the Paia Main Street Association ... {laughter} . .. So we will have that
opportunity to look at the details of the total project and, and the aspects that relate to the
project in September. And we're looking forward to that. We believe our team of
professionals will have some good, probably, input. Some of the area that I know we
want to focus on is, is the ...notion of Paia is a historic town. The area of the project,
where the project is located holds a very rich, historic legacy. So assuming that the
project design will be complimentary of Paia's character, we will probably be looking
for, requesting things like perhaps having, in, incorporating a historical display of one,
once ...what once was a thriving Paia store village ...to be incorporated on the grounds
and so on and so forth. We, we at Paia Main Street Association--representative of
merchants, professionals ...residents, and friends of Paia, a broad-based umbrella for that
organization--Iook forward to working together with La'a Kea on many... and include
them in many community projects. And we welcome them to Paia... family. And we
will try to work hard to treat them with compassion and the respect that they deserve.
CHAIR MATEO: ... Thank you, Ms. Perreira. Members, any questions?
... Thank you very much, Ms. Perreira. Ron Bass?
NOTE:

Very long pause while Mr. Bass approached the podium.

CHAIR MATEO: . . . While we wait for the testifier, the Chair would like to recognize
Member Molina for joining us. Thank you, Mr. Molina.
. . . Good morning, Mr. Bass.
MR. BASS: Morning. Uh.. .I'm one of those kind of people that I have to do this ... so .. .just
wanna see who's here. Thanks for the opportunity for, for testifying. Urn ... I've been
working with disabled individuals in California, New Zealand, and Hawaii since the '80s.
And when I first came to Maui and checked it out and looked around.. .I was a little bit
baffled on what was not here ...how much was not here. I got the idea... about a year
after I came that one day when the right Mayor would come by... that we would get that
Mayor in a wheelchair. And I waited and I waited until Mayor Alan Arakawa was in
office. And I started maybe ... about six months out from when it finally did
happen--trying to suggest to the Mayor, entice him, push him a little bit on what a benefit
that he would get by seeing what it's really like .. .to go into places that are not
accessible ... and to places that are accessible. He finally agreed, and we had a wonderful
half day taking him all around Maui. Um .. .1 believe that. .. with that came a new
awareness of disability on Maui ... and I think with that new awareness also needs to
come some action. Action needs to come with the awareness. And part of the action that
you all can take ... Council Members, is to vote "yes" for the La'a Kea Foundation. Their
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idea--when I first heard it, I was just blown away. Farm-based independent living
center. .. for older individuals that are disabled? Doesn't happen in Hawaii that I know
of. Right now, if disabled individuals of an older age get into a little bit of trouble or
maybe their parents get a little bit burned out or whatever, they end up in the mental
slammer on Oahu... or certain facilities on the mainland. Wrong that they should be that
far away from their support network. This is a quote from George Washington Carver.
Take glasses off. And I've been handing this out since 1980. And this is how it
goes: How far you go in life depends on your being tender with the
young ... compassionate with the aged... sympathetic with the striving... and tolerant of
the weak and the strong... because someday in life .. .you will have been all of these.
· .. So I want you all to remember that when you vote. Okay?
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very... very much. Members, questions?
· .. Thank you very much.
· .. Mr. Bass was the last individual who signed up to testify. If there's any other
individuals in the audience wanting to testify, please come on up to the podium now.
· .. Seeing no one moving, Members, if there's no objections, the Chair would like to
close public testimony at this time.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much .
. . .END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY. ..
CHAIR MATEO: Members, at this time, we're gonna... start by allowing the La'a Kea
Foundation to do their, their presentation to us. As an overview, this Committee is in
receipt of a County Communication, Number 05-179 from the Director of Housing and
Human Concerns. The proposed resolution is to authorize the grant of a lease to La'a
Kea Foundation to develop a farm village for developmentally disabled adults on
approximately 12.203 acres of County property known as Lot A of the Paia Store
Subdivision in Paia. The presentation provided to us by the La'a Kea Foundation will
start with a 10-minute video, and will conclude with a short PowerPoint presentation.
After they're completed with their presentation, the Department representatives will be
asked to comment on the project. And the Committee Members will be able to ask
questions and comment any time along the way. So just. ..jump in. At this particular
time, in order for us to setup, at the call of the Chair, I'm gonna take a two-minute recess
· . .(gavel) . ..
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RECESS:

9:45 a.m.

RECONVENE:

9:47 a.m.

CHAIR MATEO: : '" (gavel). .. Members, good morning. The meeting will reconvene. At
this particular time, I'll be turning over the, the time to the representatives of La'a Kea,
starting with Andrea. And you were able to introduce ... your, your other. .. partner?
Thank you.
MS. HALL RODGERS: Aloha, Chairman Mateo and Council Members. Thank you for
welcoming the La'a Kea Foundation today. The La'a Kea Foundation believes that every
person, regardless of their ability or disability, deserves a life with meaning, respect,
dignity, friendship, community. Through this, we're pleased to have the opportunity to
partner with you in the creation of La'a Kea Community Village for Maui. The
10-minute video we'll be watching is from the Camphill Foundation of North America.
There are currently over 100 Camphill villages and Camphill inspired-villages
worldwide, dating back as far as 1939. While the La'a Kea Foundation intends to blend
the Camphill approach with out local Hawaiian ways, the video you're gonna see will
give you a deeper sense of the feeling of the Camphill vision and the future La'a Kea
Community Village.
NOTE:

Start 01 video presentation, approximately 10 minutes.

VIDEO: .. .(bells) . .. Camphill is about community building. It is about people who choose to
live together and support each other ... (singing). ..
· . . It is about people who see an image of a light and put forth their individual effort

toward making that light shine a little brighter in and for the world ... (singing) . ..
· .. (inaudible due to distortion) . ..

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: We're sorry.
VIDEO: ... (singing) . ..
· .. Not everyone wants to or can live alone. For those who choose to live in Camphill, a
great sense of independence and self-worth can be found within a meaningful context of
friends, needed work, culture, and learning.
· .. (voices) . .. The first Camphill community was founded in 1939 in Scotland by
Dr. Karl Konig, a Viennese Pediatrician and a group of his associates. The founders were
guided by the inspirations and indications of Austrian philosopher and educator
Rudolf Steiner. Today, Camphill is an international movement with more than
85 communities in 16 countries.
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· .. (voices). .. Most Camphill communities serve children, youth, and adults with
developmental disabilities or other special needs. . . . (voices}... But in the United
Kingdom, Europe, and Scandinavia, Camphill' s success proven framework and methods
are being used for working with people who have mental, social, or recovery challenges
· .. (music) . .. Camphill is an international model in many fields .. .(music) . .. Camphill
began in North America in 1960 as a response to individuals who called for and were
willing to support the development of Camphill communities on this continent.

· .. Currently, there are seven Camphill communities in North America, and there are a
growing number of other organizations that have some degree of formal association with
Camphill.
· .. (voices) . .. Every Camphill place is unique.

· .. Because the communities are living organisms and ... (inaudible) . .. all the time and
changing and developing and evolving and...meeting changing needs too, nothing is
really fixed.
· . .(voices) . .. And it's important that this living element be continually created and
recreated. Because that's so, each place will be different .. .(voices) . .. But at the same
time, I think, our common community striving, are co-working together as aggregate
communities. All of this belongs to being a Camphill place ... and that can't really be
underestimated--the fact that we really share common values and we discuss those
values, you know, we explore those values, we try to consolidate those things in
conjunction with each other.
· .. (voices). .. . .. (birds). . . The communities in North America are assisted by three
national Camphill entities ... (voices) . .. The Camphill Association of North America is a
vehicle for cooperation, cohesion, and policy-making for the North American region.
· . .(voices). ..

· .. The Camphill Foundation provides grants, loans, and a variety of support services to
all members of the association.
The Camphill Residents' Trust supports the long-term extra, and supplemental needs of
many individuals living in Camphill Centers.
· .. (bells) . .. All of the Camphill communities and the Camphill Foundation are public
charities which rely very heavily on tax-deductible charitable contributions of many
donors to cover financial-aid needs, new program development and capital projects.
· . .(voices and singing) . .. No one living in Camphill communities is paid a salary.
Income is jointly administered. This arrangement underscores Camphill's belief in
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creating community which counts on every person to actively help meet the others'
needs. Camphill is, therefore, one of the most economical alternatives in human services
today.
· . . (voices) . .. Creating community is the recurrent theme or goal of the people living in
Camphil1. At the center of this endeavor, and critical to its success, is the individual with
special needs.

· .. Living together with people with disabilities is a privilege. It's ... a privilege for, for
all of us who live here and it's ... especially because most of these people are so
developed in terms of virtues and basic human goodness--particularly love, compassion,
forgiveness, tolerance, patience ... (voices). .. And while they may not have the
intellectual edge that other people have, it's actually, in, in terms of what it means to be a
human being ... an experience of meet, meeting people who are really highly developed
· . . (voices) . .. The most important fundamental threat running through all Camphill
communities is an approach to living that is informed by a spiritual perspective that at the
spirit deserving of respect and dignity.
core of each human being is a unique
The focus is on persons with an inherent worth rather than disabilities. And life together
is founded on a common fellowship .. . (voices). .. I feel that people are ... people. And
their skills are what they can offer to Camphill. Each one that comes to Camphill has this
special gift he gives to Camphill. There's a path, as you corne older, you understand the,
the increasing significance of, of lack of your child being in an environment that, where
they ...they can continue to be a usefulness, a contribution, a caring, and a loving for
both to him and from him.
· .. One of the cornerstones of Camphilllife is a rich horne life.
· .. (voices). .. Children, youth, or adults with special needs (referred to as villagers,
companions, and students) and staff members (referred to as co-workers) and their
children live together as extended families ... (singing). .. With the person with
disabilities providing focus for life in each community, basic elements of life are woven
to create a balanced rhythmical pattern to each day, each season, each year.
· .. (singing and music) . ..
NOTE:

End of video presentation.

CHAIR MATEO: ... Ms. Hall, go ahead.
MS. HALL RODGERS: I think we need the screen for the ...
· .. for the PowerPoint.
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CHAIR MATEO: Uh...we're gonna, we're gonna, at the call of the Chair, we're gonna take a
two-minute recess ... (gavel). .. Recess
RECESS:

9:59 a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:01 a.m.

CHAIR MATEO: : .. . (gavel) . .. Meeting will reconvene.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: One more.
MS. HALL RODGERS: I hope you enjoyed the video. I know I do over and over and ... again.
In the PowerPoint part of the presentation, we're gonna identify the needs for the village
in Maui County, along with the rights of self-determination. We'll then be addressing the
developmentally disabled community in relation to affordable housing. Lastly, we'll be
looking at the actual village proposal, along with its location in Paia.
NOTE:

Refer to handout entitled "Orientation of The La'a Kea Community Village", presented by the La'a
Kea Foundation.

MS RODGERS: ... We're gonna start with the La'a Kea Foundation mission and vision
statements being read by Sheryl.
MS. TAKABAYASHI: ... Good morning, again. The mission statement for the La'a Kea
Foundation...the mission of the La'a Kea Foundation is to bring to the Hawaiian Islands
a new model of social. . .therapeutic community for adults with developmental
disabilities. This model is inspired by the realization that every person--regardless of
ability or disability--needs friendship, a consistent, supportive social environment,
meaningful of work. .. and opportunities for creative expression. The vision statement:
the La'a Kea Foundation will establish a socially supportive residential community on
Maui. .. with developmentally disabled adults offering meaningful work in farming and
crafts. The village will consist of several residential homes, farm buildings, greenhouses,
and a farmer's market. In addition, a cultural/arts/therapy building will serve both the
needs of the residents and create a bridge for the education and enjoyment of the greater
community. Thank you.
NOTE:

Silence.

MS. HALL RODGERS: ... Maui County statistics. The special needs popUlation of Maui
County is estimated at greater than 1,400. More than 400 of them are developmentally
disabled, mentally retarded adults. The Department of Education acknowledges that
there are approximately 25 special needs high school students graduating in each of the
next three years in Maui County. All of these will be requiring services and placement in
Maui County. This represents a total of 75 new special needs adults in Maui County by
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June of 2008. Currently, less than 5 percent of this population has the opportunity for
long-term care in a residential program designed specifically to meet their needs.
· .. From Jo-Ann Ridao, Managing Director of Lokahi Pacific. She says: our housing
projects are in constant demand and very rarely do we experience vacancies. The La'a
Kea residential program will serve a housing need in our community that is not currently
being served.
NOTE:

Silence.

MS. HALL RODGERS: ... As far as self-determination, in 1998, Act 133 Revised Hawaii
Statute 33F {sic} made Hawaii the first state in the nation to have self-determination for
individuals with developmental disabilities, mental retardation mandated in statute. The
statute requires that the popUlation have choices in the kinds of programs--both
residential and vocational--available to them. In this statute, these folks are being given
the right for the individual to live in the least restrictive appropriate residential
alternative. They have the right to live as close as possible to the person's home
community in Hawaii. They have the right to live in a setting which closely
approximates those conditions available to people without disabilities of the same age.
For anyone who has an adult child, I think we all look forward to the day that they don't
live with Mom and Dad anymore--the right to have a valued role in the community
through employment and community activities. In Maui County, there are presently few
world programs and no community-based settings for Maui County. Residential
programs that are available are available through the Association of Retarded Citizens, or
ARC ofMaui. The ARC currently has four group homes in residential neighborhoods on
Maui providing services to 19 adults.
· .. From Kim Davis, Easter Seals Coord... Case Coordinator. She says: when
residential settings are not found on Maui, individuals must move to Oahu. It is the belief
of Easter Seals Hawaii that individuals are best served in their own community, III
settings that provide typical life experiences in which to learn and grow.
· .. Also from Kim Davis ... from Easter Seals Hawaii: the project will also provide
meaningful work experience. At this time, there are very limited vocational opportunities
on Maui for individuals with developmental disabilities.
· .. Janet Lawrence, Director, of Waiver Services at Ka Lima of Maui adds: the La'a Kea
Foundation is deVeloping a program that is sorely needed on this and other Hawaiian
islands.
· .. So we see there is a need. Now what about the idea of affordable housing? It's our
understanding that the 12 acres in question was donated to Maui for affordable housing.
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· .. The overview ... from the housing publication for the disabled community, called
Opening Doors--and you all have copies of the actual articles. The, the study was called
Priced Out in 2002.
Among others, it's written by the Technical Assistance
Collaborative or TAC from Boston, Mass., along with the Consortium for Citizens with
Disabilities, the CCD Housing Task Force in Washington, D.C.
· . . Major findings of this study showed that people with disabilities who receive SSI
benefits have the worst-case housing needs and are most in need of subsidies.
· . . It documents the desperate plight of people with disabilities who are now entirely

priced out of every housing market in the United States. People with disabilities continue
to be the poorest people in the nation.
· .. Many disabled people are not even counted in housing needs estimates because they
continue to live at home with aging parents whose constant worry is where will their
adult child be after they die.
· .. Additional major findings showed that low-income households that pay between
31 and 50 percent of their income towards housing are considered to be rent-burdened by
the Federal government. Low-income households that pay more than 50 percent of their
income, housing costs are considered to be severely rent-burdened and have the
worst-case needs for housing assistance by the Federal government. In 2002, the
percentage of SSI benefits needed to rent a one-bedroom housing unit in the State of
Hawaii was 133.8 percent.
· .. The National Low-Income Housing Coalition's housing wage is the amount of
income per hour that fulltime workers must earn to have their rental housing cost be
affordable. "Affordable", once again, is defined as no more than 30 percent of income
required for modest housing. Now remember, most of these people in question have a
fixed income and they are not capable of working for an hourly wage. The people with
disabilities receiving SSI benefits would need to more than triple their income to afford
any housing. The TAC/CCD Task Force found that the affordable housing system has
failed to help people with disabilities.
In general, the survey found that the
overwhelming majority of state and local housing officials in the affordable housing
system do not make housing for people with disabilities a priority in their community.
And when given the opportunity, nonprofit disability organizations are very successful in
expanding affordable housing opportunities for these people with disabilities.
· .. From Mary Matsukawa, she's Program Specialist for the State Planning Council on
Developmental Disabilities, she says the high cost of housing, coupled with their limited
resources, continues to be a barrier for them to live independently in the community.
· .. Now let's talk about the village. From Adrienne Laurion, Regional Director of Maui
Special Olympics, she points out that these ideas of affordable community living in an
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agricultural- and craft-based environment are not new by any means, but more a return to
a time when living was interwoven with work.
I can only think that any
person--regardless of their challenge in life--could benefit from such an arrangement
where a self-supported low-income lifestyle blend and work to form whole individuals.
· .. The La'a Kea Foundation housing and residential programs proposes to build homes
for 40 to 50 developmentally disabled adults. Each home complex can have 12 to 15
developmentally disabled adults in residence, along with necessary care providers and
their families.
· . . From Kevin Morris, State of Hawaii Department of Health, Development
Dis ...Disabilities Division, he says, he points out the costs associated with staffing this
village are already available through the Home and Community Based Service, HCBS,
Developmental Disabilities, Mental Retardation Medicaid Waiver Program. Where your
support is needed is developing appropriate residential settings where these services can
be delivered.
· .. As for funding and salaries, the village intends to contract with the State of Hawaii
Department of Health to be their own HCBS DDIMR waiver provider for the residents
· . .(end of tape, start 2A) . .. the Medicaid waiver program will provide salaries to the
staff.
· .. As for the village, the La'a Kea Foundation will establish a residential community
with developmentally disabled adults offering meaningful work and farming and crafts.
The village will consist of several residential homes, farm buildings, and greenhouses.
The multipurpose building and farmer's market will serve both the residents and the
greater Maui community. As the project develops, the village intends to offer day
programs with wage-earning opportunities and agricultural respite camp programs.
There is a village in Oahu, called the Halemanu Plantation. It's a ...
· .. a bakery. And they've been in existence for 25 years. And they currently house 25
adults. And they do 100 day residents or day, day ... day students.
· .. So there's any possibility. In addition, as far as the respite, obviously people who
may live on Molokai, Lanai, or Hana may not end up residing in the village, and yet we
would like to point out that having a week respite with a program and a function ... could
only benefit them couple times a year.
NOTE:

Silence.

MS. HALL RODGERS: ... From Tony Leone, a parent, the village project encompasses much
more than just a farm village--which is the first phase. It will provide a base by which
challenged adults and children will be able to have a day in the country working and
enjoying the outreach craft farm facility and market and receiving pay for their
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accomplishment. Parents and caregivers will be offered a... a country alternative to the
usual mall activities that limit them now.
· .. From Ardis Viki, who's Co-Chair of the AutismIPPD Family Support Group, with the
Maui County's offer to provide the land lease, our autistic children may have a chance.
Our children will have vocational opportunities at the La'a Kea village, thereby building
a sense of inter, independence as productive members of our community. They will be in
an environment that focuses on their abilities rather than disabilities. They will be
accepted for who they are.
· . . As for the impacts, the farm village will be built according to appropriate safety
standards with aesthetic considerations which will affect the quality of life for the
residents, neighbors, and for the passerby.
· .. Because it will be a residential farm community with few licensed drivers, there will
be little impact on current traffic patterns.
· .. No houses will rise above the level of mature trees. The village will not affect the
natural resources; limit the range of beneficial uses of the environment; or affect air,
water quality, or ambient noise levels. The property is classified State Agricultural Use
at present, and has County Interim Zoning. The Foundation wishes to transition into a
County agricultural project.
· . . From Eileen Rockwell, a shop owner in Paia, she says while it is important for
affordable housing to exist on Maui ...we also have to take into consideration the needs
of all our residents--regardless of their situations. This type of particular project would
not only address the special needs popUlation, but would also assist in community
development. The impact of a normal low-income residential community would increase
the population and traffic in the town of Paia--something we already have a problem
with, and something which we do not have the infrastructure to deal with at the present
time. The proposed La'a Kea project would not create extensive traffic or infrastructure
problems as would a normal housing development.
NOTE:

Silence.

MS. HALL RODGERS: ... Now, the property sits across from the Skill Village neighborhood
and next to the Doris Todd School and the Paipala Church. On July 20th , 2004, the La'a
Kea Foundation hosted a public meeting at the Doris Todd School across Baldwin
Avenue from Skill Village. Prior to the public meeting, the La'a Kea Foundation
volunteers walked around the Skill Village neighborhood and personally invited all the
residents to a public meeting. Representatives from the Doris Todd School Board and
Principal were at the meeting, as well as representatives from the Paipala Church. Letters
of endorsement from both the Paipala Church and the Doris Todd School are available.
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· .. From Jan Fuller, Principal ofthe Doris Todd Memorial Christian Day School--we are
hoping that one day our junior high students will be able to interact with these adults as
an outreach to the community. Sounds like a good neighbor to me.
· .. The Skill Village neighborhood of Paia, again in July of 2005, the La'a Kea
Foundation volunteers went to the Skill Village neighborhood...this time, active sport,
support was requested. Volunteers were available to answer additional questions.
Residents were asked to sign a statement of support and/or a letter of endorsement.
Residents at 41 homes in Skill Village signed a letter of support, a statement of support;
22 letters of endorsement were received.
· .. And in concluding, from Gladys Baisa, Executive Director of MEO, she says Maui
County is to be commended for its willingness to support this worthwhile project, and I
am delighted to add my voice to the many Maui County residents who agree with them in
their efforts and the efforts ofthe Foundation.
· .. And for a concluding statement, I felt Alice Lee, Director of the Department of
Housing and Human Concerns, really summed it up about as perfect as she could when
she said the residential village proposed for this property will enhance and... enrich the
lives of developmentally disabled adults. This will be a place where they can actually
have an opportunity to reach full potential. This program could give new purpose to
people's lives, spurring them to reach for new horizons and levels of development and
accomplishment.
... Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: ... Thank you very much. Members, we're gonna take a two-minute recess
so we can put the screen back up. Recess .. . (gavel) . ..
RECESS:

10:18 a.m.

RECONVENE:

10:20 a.m.

CHAIR MATEO: : ... (gavel) . .. Meeting will reconvene. Members, thank you very much.
La'a Kea, that was ...that was a really good, really good presentation, a lot of information
for ... for all of us. Members, the Chair would like to get right into the departments
providing comments on, on the project as we've seen. And, again, a reminder. . .if you
have any questions, please, you know, just jump in and do so. And we're gonna start
with the Housing and Human Concerns. Ms. Lee had, had...had another appointment to
attend. But nonetheless, we have Wendy Stebbins, the Grants Administrator for the
Department. And Ms. Stebbins, if you can provide comment on the La'a Kai ... on the
La'a Kea Foundation's presentation?
MS. STEBBINS: Okay. Good morning, Chair and--
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CHAIR MATEO: Morning.
MS. STEBBINS: --Council Members. The Department of Housing and Human Concerns
strongly support this project, along with the Administration. I know Alice is a strong
supporter, and you heard her comment. .. on the ...
. . . PowerPoint. So we recommend that you consider this resolution for approval.
CHAIR MATEO: That's it? Members, any, any questions for the Department?
... Ms. Stebbins, maybe I can just ask you what. .. a real basic question. I guess before
the Committee looks at their recommendation for this 55-year lease ... are there any, are
you aware of any other special needs groups that has approached the County or, or your
Department also looking for possibility of land so they can provide their, their needs to
their special group of people as well?
MS. STEBBINS: No, I'm not aware of any other group that has approached-CHAIR MATEO: Thank you-MS. STEBBINS: --our Department.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. And, and the Department's process in reviewing the project and
taking a look and coming out with our own recommendation of support, can you tell us
what the process was, what, what was involved in that process in, in reaching your
determination?
MS. STEBBINS: I, as I understand, there were several meeting, meetings held with our Director
and Deputy Director and the Foundation. They came to our Grants Review Committee in
February, last February and did a presentation. And the Grants Review Committee were
in strong... you know, in strong support of the project. They did put one provision on the
lease--that the Foundation would come back in to the Grants Review Committee in five
years with an updated compliance report on their goals and time-line.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. And the five-year reporting requirement, is there a reason why it's not
a report every year versus the five year?
MS. STEBBINS: I believe in their proposal there was a five-year plan and five, there's goals to
reach in five years. And that's why they asked for a five-year report.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. And, and apparently, the GRC ...they do show up periodically to
inspect that the conditions of the... the grant award is being adhered to.
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MS. STEBBINS: Correct. They do do site visits to our different grantees. So this may be one
that they would like to visit.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Thank you. Members, any additional questions for the
Department? Seeing none, thank you very much.
MS. STEBBINS: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: We're gonna move on to the ... okay... George was here, he's ... he's gone.
The Public Works and Environ ... Environmental Management. .. we have the Deputy
Director. Mr. Miyamoto, if you would please come on down and comment?
NOTE:

Pause while Mr. Miyamoto approached the floor.

CHAIR MATEO: ... Good morning.
MR. MIYAMOTO: Good morning. Thank you, Mr. Chair. Urn ...right now, we ...we haven't
seen much details regarding the subject proposal, but. .. right now the, the only concern
that we have is the nearest. .. the closest. .. connection to County sewer is probably just
makai of Skill Village, along Baldwin Avenue. So we look forward to finding out how
they plan to handle their wastewater. . .in that aspect.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Thank you. Members, any, any questions for the Department?
... Mr. Miyamoto ... on this 12-acre parcel, we have the plans for the actual village itself.
And they're, this is a shared property because Department of Water also has ... a kind of
large piece ofthe land, too. Does the Department have any concerns regarding the shared
property? Because we don't, I don't really know--because plans does not show
any... specific use for the Water Department other than there is a pump there or whatever
it is ... any, any comments as to the shared use of the property?
MR. MIYAMOTO: ... In looking at the, the map that showed the, pulling out the parcel for the
pump, the Water Department, it seems like they're pretty isolated and ... and that the
proposed... development could occur around it.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay.
MR. MIYAMOTO: The two be kept separate.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chairman. Good morning, Mr. Miyamoto. Any
comments on drainage with regards to the project?
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MR. MIY AMOTO: At the present time, we, we didn't. .. haven't seen any information
regarding drainage. But just by looking at the topography of the ... the property, it slopes,
probably, 50 feet from the most mauka to makai sides. So it looks like there's ... there
shouldn't be a problem with drainage, controlling it on-site if they have to. It really
shouldn't be a problem.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONT ANILLA: Thank you. Good morning, Mike. In regards to this particular
project, there would be also subject to road improvements fronting the project. .. from
boundary to boundary?
MR. MIYAMOTO: Yes. In looking at the, when the map, when the property was officially
transferred to the County, it appears that there's, there's also two road widening lots
fronting the property. Along with Lot A, there's a Lot C and a Lot D, if I'm not
mistaken. And they, they appear to be road widening lots.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, any additional questions for the Department? Seeing
none, thank you very much, Mr. Miyamoto. The Police Department is here. We have
Officer ...
. . . Lieutenant. I'm, I'm sorry. Lieutenant Jack Bell. If you can please come on down?
NOTE:

Pause while Mr. Bell approached the floor.

MR. BELL: '" Good morning, Mr. Chair, Members-CHAIR MATEO: Good morning.
MR. BELL: --of the Committee.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Morning.
MR. BELL: My name is Lieutenant James Bell. I'm presently the Acting Captain and
Commander of the Wailuku Patrol District. The project site is within our jurisdiction, as
well as our responsibility for police services. We are pleased that part of the plan that we
will be receiving... a police substation. And this will help us fulfill our goals of
decentralization as well as community-oriented policing. But. .. we should state that we
cannot promise that this facility be manned 24-hours-a-day... as well as if it will be
manned... on any given day. We also ask if we can be part of the planning of this
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substation--not to take away from the character of the design of the buildings, but just
address safety measures that are ...that are ... conducive of a building that houses law
enforcement personnel.
· .. One concern that we have is that of the proper roadway construction fronting the site
to accommodate traffic--not only that of the limited number of licensed drivers on
property, but that of people coming to the property for special events and, as well as
shopping ... farmer' s market.
· .. That's all I have.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, any questions for the Department? Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Good morning ...
MR. BELL: Good morning, sir.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: ... Lieutenant Bell. I was happy to hear that, you know, you've
been working with the developer in... advocating.. .in fact, I've been advocating for a
police substation at that particular property. And I'm, I'm happy to hear that you and the
develop ... people of this Foundation will create that substation in that area. I
know ... that. .. this will provide some needed security--not only for the facility itself, but
for upper Paia at that particular housing. So happy to hear that.
MR. BELL: Thank you, sir.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, any additional questions?
· .. Lieutenant Bell, thank you very much for joining us this morning. Chair would also,
Chair, Chair would like to call down ... from the Department of Water, Director Tengan.
NOTE:

Pause while Mr. Tengan approached the floor.

MR. TENGAN: ... Good morning, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Good morning, Mr. Tengan. Yeah, if Mister.. .if you, Director, if you could
provide comment on the La'a Kea project? And the Chair would also be interested in
your comments on your parcel, your piece of the 12 acres that the La'a Kea
Foundation.. .is looking at acquire ... uh, at, at. .. the grant lease to ...
MR. TENGAN: Mr. Chair, to tell you the truth, I'm not too familiar with this project. However,
I can comment on the availability of water.
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. . . As I heard this morning, some 20-some-odd acres is ...well, the site is about
20-some-odd acres, and based upon our water system standards, this would require about
5,000 gallons per acre ... you know. So when we do get the ... definite plans or the final
plans in for review, we can make a determination as to how much water would be
required for the project. And for the Committee's information, water for this project
.. .(cleared throat) . .. will probably come from the Paia tank, which is the uppermost
tank in the .. .in the Paia system, which we hope to connect to the Hamakuapoko Well
soon. At the present time, we wouldn't, as with any other project, we wouldn't make a
reservation for the project. However, when the project is ready to receive its meter, we
would...make an evaluation, see whether water is available, and issue a meter based
upon the avail. .. availability of water.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Mr. Director, the project site is 12.2 acres.
MR. TENGAN: Oh, sorry about that. I thought I heard 20-some-odd acres.
CHAIR MATEO: They'd like to get 20-some-odd acres .. . (laughter) . ..
MR. TENGAN: ... (laughter) . ..
CHAIR MATEO: But unfortunately, we're dealing with 12 .. . (laughter) . ..
MR. TENGAN: But anyway, in evaluating how much water would be needed for ag purposes,
it'd probably be about 5,000 gallons per acre.
NOTE:

Silence.

CHAIR MATEO: ... Okay. Mr. Tengan, because this is a project that is being supported by
Administration, because this is a proj ect that is based on a specific need, because this is a
project that the GRC is recommending our approval for the, the lease, does the
Department give this project any special considerations for water--based on the fact of its
uniqueness and support of the Administration?
MR. TENGAN: No, Mr. Chair. In, in order to be fair and equitable to all applicants for
water...we take them as ... on a first-come-first-served basis--as they file their
applications for water meters, we would...we would process them.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Thank you. And, and Mr. Tengan, if you take a look at what
Mr. Kushi is holding in his hand, that's the map of the property. The large blue area,
shaded area, is the area designated for the Water Department's use. Would you have an
idea of. .. any future use for that property? Because the, the site is quite large.
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MR. TENGAN: Yes, Mr. Chair. I believe this is the location of one of our tank sites. I'm not
aware of any future plans to use the remainder of the property. In addition to the tank, we
do have a booster pump station on, on that location there.
CHAIR MATEO: Would, would fencing be required?
MR. TENGAN: Yes.
CHAIR MATEO: And is that something that the Department is gonna do or is that the
responsibility of La' a Kea?
MR. TENGAN: Yes, Mr. Chair, as part of our security...responsibilities, we do have the
area...with a chain-link fence surrounding it.
CHAIR MATEO:
questions?

Okay.

Thank you very much, Mr. Director.

Members, any additional

... Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: In, in regards to your water service from that tank, does any of
your transmission line crosses any of the area of this 12-point acres that is being planned
for this development?
MR. TENGAN: Mr. Chair, this prop, project wouldn't be serviced by this tank here. It would
be serviced by a tank located above the property in order to have adequate pressure to
service the property. I do believe that the pipeline runs down Baldwin Avenue at this
point here.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So none on the, on the property itself?
MR. TENGAN: There shouldn't be.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay.
MR. TENGAN: But we can check on that.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Members? Thank you very much. Mr. Tengan, thank you very much for
being here with us this morning.
MR. TENGAN: Thank you, Mr. Chair.
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CHAIR MATEO: The Chair would like to call Mr. Yoshida from the Planning, Planning
Department.
NOTE:

Very long pause while Mr. Yoshida approached the floor.

MR. YOSHIDA: ... Good morning, Mr. Chair, Members of the Committee. Clayton Yoshida,
Planning Program Administrator, Current Planning Division, Maui Planning Department.
The basic land use information for the property, again, is it's Community Plan Single
Family... State Land Use designation is Agriculture, and Zoning is Interim. We
don't. .. necessarily have a problem with the farm village. We would ask that the ... the
Foundation--I mean, they have had preliminary meetings with the Department. . .I believe
last. ..but that they consult further with the Zoning Division regarding any types of
ancillary uses--whether. .. additional special permits and such may be required for those.
And .. .I believe that the project would...trigger compliance with Chapter 3.43 because it
is the use ... environmental. .. and I mean, environmental assessment may have to be
prepared as it does involve the use of County lands.
CHAIR MATEO: ... Thank you. Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Thank you, Chairman. Morning, Mr. Yoshida. Is the project
subject to any design guidelines or... Country Town guidelines? My, the reason I ask is
because of where the project's located in the historic background of Paia town. I'm just
curious. Can you comment on that?
MR. YOSHIDA: Yes. Councilmember Molina and Members of the Committee.. .I don't
believe that the project necessarily is subject to any kind of design guidelines. The
design guidelines that we have are for the ...the businesses ... for ... properties that are
zoned, say, Country Town Business in Paia.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Being that this is in this area, it's not. .. doesn't corne under
that Country Town guidelines? It's only strictly for business?
MR. YOSHIDA: No, the guidelines pertain to businesses.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Just businesses. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: ... Members, any additional questions? And, and I'm sorry, Mr. Yoshida,
just for clarification again, the EA might be a requirement or it, it. .. the EA will, will be
a requirement, might be a requirement? Can you kind of clarify that, please?
MR. YOSHIDA: I believe it is a, well ... the use of County lands is a trigger, EA trigger.
And... they would have to either produce an environmental document or show how they
are exempt. But it is a trigger because it is a use of County lands.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much. Members, any additional questions?
· .. Mr. Yoshida, thank you very much for waiting and joining us this morning.
· .. At this time, the floor is open for questions to the La'a Kea Foundation
representatives.
· .. And I guess, and I guess I will start ... the questions. Your, your presentation, your
PowerPoint that you shared with us this morning, it was identified that there's like,
there's gonna be, by the year 2008, 75 eligible adults for participation in, in the farm.
Your full build out in the next number of years references your abilities to be able to
accommodate 30 to 40 of those adults. Can you tell me what other programs you're
gonna provide to help take care of the, the, the other group of people that might not be
able to be serviced in the farm?
MS. HALL RODGERS: First, for clarification, the ... 75 by 2008--this is the amount of students
the Department of Education recognized will be graduating from the Department of
Education, requiring services and placement. Now ...by no means, you know, with over
400 on Maui County already, there's many parents who will choose to keep their kids
forever in their own home. Maybe they have a strong enough 'ohana, maybe they live in
Molokai, Lanai, out in Hana and they're not looking for residential placement. The key
for us is that currently with the rights of self-determination, it's ...bizarre that Maui
County currently has residential placement for 19 people. Even today, that leaves 381
people--that would maybe not wanna always live in their home, their family's, parents'
homes--without a place to live. Of those 75 graduating, addition, I think the point is
more that autism's on a rise in this country. The numbers are growing daily. And, you
know, Maui County, we're asking, we wanna create something so some of them have a
chance to live outside of their parents' house.
· . . If you look, in one section of our documents, package, you'll see the parent
commune, communications is Chapter 5. And there are surveys written by parents who
don't, who are not looking for residential placement for their kids, but they're looking for
vocational opportunities. So the day program, if we look, use Halemanu Plantation as an
example, they only house between 25 and 40 adults, but yet they have 100 day
participants who come in the morning and work in the greenhouses, or in their case, it's a
bakery. So a lot of those people may still live with their parents, but may come just for
day activities.
CHAIR MATEO: And, and your property will also have the day activities?
MS. HALL RODGERS: That's our intention, yes.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Thank you. So when, when the property is built out, you're, you're
looking at being able to service what kind of number?
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MS. HALL RODGERS: Well, based on what we can do with the amount of property, we're
looking at the possibility of 40 to 50 residential placement, plus the, the necessary
caregivers. So you're, you know, looking at about 80 to 100 people that may be residing
there because of the farm workers and the caregivers that have to, you know ...work,
make, make the project work. And then there's no reason why, ifthere was a need within
the community, that there couldn't be as many day participants as there was interest.
You know, I think today if we all took a little field trip down to the mall, it wouldn't take
more than five minutes to find a Down Syndrome adult sitting in the shoe section at
Sears ...wondering what they were gonna do for the next six hours because the caregiver
has to keep them in a public environment. So what a great idea that that Down Syndrome
person could leave the Sears shoe section or the Macy's shoe section .. . {laughter} . .. I
just saw one down there, that's why I'm thinking of it--and take them to Paia for the day,
you know, to get their hands in the earth and be a part of planting some plants and
watching them grow.
CHAIR MATEO: ... Okay. Thank you. Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Chairman. Good morning, Andrea. Just a
couple of questions with regards to the farmer's market. What, are, are your plans to
have it, maybe like every... Saturday or Fridays, is it once-a-week. .. event, and the
hours? Can you comment on that? Because the Police mentioned something about
special events and ...
MS. HALL RODGERS: Uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: ... {inaudible} . .. concerns.
MS. HALL RODGERS: ... You know, I wanna say that I'm really unclear on that. I, I, I
believe as it, as it unfolds, we'll see--I mean, certainly you think of a farmer's market as a
once-a-week-COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh.
MS. HALL RODGERS: --activity. But at the same time, as it develops, if there was a space to
have it be ongoing.. .I, we're no ... no way opposed to that.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh.
MS. HALL RODGERS: I think that that's a... something that will revel itself as the project gets
further along-COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh.
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MS. HALL RODGERS: --you know, what we're really capable of providing.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Okay. And...well, on another topic, have you been working
with the community to look at a potential design that sort of reflects the historical. . .I
guess ambiance or character ofPaia?
MS. HALL RODGERS: Well, definitely having aesthetic considerations considered as an
integral part of the Camp Hill because they, it is an organic farm-COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh.
MS. HALL RODGERS: --very holistic. It's clearly not an institution or a clinical atmosphere. I
was just speaking with Jocelyn Piera [sic} 'cause-COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: '" (inaudible) . ..
MS. HALL RODGERS: --we're going to be doing the presentations, September 13 t\ for the
Paia Main Street Association. And she reflected their eagerness to help us in our design
to make the feel and the look of the Village be appropriate for the Paia historical plan.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Great. And... any general timetable as to when the project
will be built out? You're looking .. . (end of tape, start 2B) . .. five-year plan or
something?
MS. HALL RODGERS: Well, the goal is once we, I get the go ahead, is to build the first home.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Uh-huh.
MS. HALL RODGERS: And that first home complex--whether that's the main building or some
of the out buildings--and have that realistically, maybe a year to 18 months that we could
have a small residence. It's a much better...than just building everything and starting to
build very organically, start small-COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I see.
MS. HALL RODGERS: --have one home in the first year or so, maybe the out buildings. Then,
move into the agriculture, the bam, the greenhouse, get that set up and then go into
building the second home complex and ... and you know, so on and so forth. So we were
hoping that we can have people actually residing there within 18 months.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: I see. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: .. .(inaudible) . ..
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MS. TING: .. .(inaudible). .. 18 months after we get the lease . . .(laughter) . ..
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: ... (inaudible) . ..
CHAIR MATEO: ... Point well taken.
UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER: ... (laughter). ..
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: ... The 19 ... uh ...patients that you have right now staying at
different location [sic}, will any of 'em be relocated to this site?
MS. HALL RODGERS: It's, it's ARC of Maui that. .. how, houses the current 19. There's four
group homes in residential neighborhoods.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Db-huh.
MS. HALL RODGERS: And that would really be up to the discretion of the individual. If the
individual in that, in one of those homes wanted to choose another waiver
provider. .. they could make the application.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Any additional questions? The Chair would like to ask the
Department. .. a question relative to the lease .
. . . There, there, is one ... one area in, in the lease that, under "use of premises", it's
number A on the lease, Page 2. It identifies--oh, it says that the lessee shall use or allow
the premises hereby... for sole ... for the sole purpose of developing a farm village for
developmentally disabled adults. It further goes on by saying that. . .if there are
additional, other uses by other parties, that the lessee shall, at the discretion... a written
discretion by the, by the, virtually the Director could allow additional use. That kind of
seems contradictory, yeah, when you're, you're specifically identifying sole use and
purpose ... and then say that. . .it, it's ... also, it can also be used by other parties as long
as the Director provides approval of it. Can you kind of help me clarify that particular
item?
MS. STEBBINS: ... Honestly, for, for clarification, we need to get back to you-CHAIR MATEO: Oh ...
MS. STEBBINS: --on that. I. .. how I interpret it is that it may be possibly used for
other. .. partners ... possibly with the La'a Kea Foundation.
That's how my
interpretation. I would have to get back to you ... on .. .I believe our Deputy Director ...
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CHAIR MATEO: ... Thank you.
MS. STEBBINS: ... wrote the lease. Okay.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much. Members, any additional questions for, for. .. La'a
Kea?
Okay, then if we've expired the ...the discussion, the Chair
for ...recommendation.

IS

ready

VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Your recommendation?
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Chair recommends the adoption of the proposed resolution
entitled: authorizing a grant of lease to occupy County real property at the La' a Kea
Foundation.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: So moved.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Second.
CHAIR MATEO: It's been moved by Member Pontanilla, second by... Member Tavares.
Discussion?
· .. Mr. Molina?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA: Yeah, thank you, Chairman. Although I'm non-voting
member of the Committee, I. .. support this project as well. .. when, you know, when it
does get to the full Council.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much.
· .. Mr. Pontanilla?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair. As a member of this Committee, I'll be
supporting the ... this application here. I've been involved with the mentally disabled
organization for over ten years now. And ...here on Maui ... you know, this is a really
special need that we provide housing for those individuals in our community that has this
disability.
· .. You know ...being a member of the Mental Health Association on Maui for over ten
years, one of the biggest problems that we have today is the stigma in regards to mental
disabled ...
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... citizens here on Maui. And, and I think this project is, is a good project. And I hope
that, you know, members of our community with this type of disability take advantage of
this project that is being proposed by La'a Kea developers. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. And, and the Chair would just like to, to make
a... a short comment. I think when you take a look at the ... the lease agreement, it's a
55-year agreement, a lease agreement. When you take a look at the County, the County
participation and commitment for the 55 years, we're talking about just for, you know,
the... the rent of the property itself. We, we talking about 4.3 million dollars that. .. this
County is ready to, to commit as well. So, you know, we are partners. And personally
for myself this is long overdue and I'm kind of excited about being able to see something
like this actually start to develop. So to the La'a Kea Foundation, you got a lot of weight
on your shoulders because you came here and made this representation. Your task now is
to carry it out. So, Members ... all those in favor, signify by saying "aye".
COUNCIL MEMBERS: Aye.
CHAIR MATEO: Opposed? Thank you very much. Motion is carried.
VOTE:

AYES:

Councilmembers Pontanilla, Tavares, and Chair Mateo.

NOES:

None.

ABSTAIN:

None.

ABSENT:
EXC.:

Councilmembers Hokama and Johnson.
None.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending ADOPTION or proposed resolution and filing of
communication.

CHAIR MATEO: Any announcements, Members?
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... Urn ... none? We can go have lunch. Members, the Housing and Human Services
Committee meeting for August 18 is adjourned ... (gavel). " Thank you all very much.

ADJOURN:

10:50 a.m.

APPROVEU _-./

l

o/QIw-A. MATEO, Chair

Transcribed by: Camille Sakamoto
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